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Air Canada 

MAPLE LEAF VIP LOUNGE 

Location: Pearson Airport, Ontario

Installed: 2017

1 TopBrewer Pro series 

Air Canada installed within their self-station service

the TopBrewer, annexed to their bar. In order to

maximize efficiency, the customer can customize his

own coffee. Alongside champagne bottles, the

TopBrewer is a chic coffee maker that is striking to

any coffee connoisseurs. 



Air Canada



NINETY ONE

Location: Gresham Street, London

Installed: 2020

12 TopBrewer Pro series & 6 TopWater

Size: 500-750 employees

Following the inauguration of their new BREEAM status

office, Ninety One decided to bring their seven

TopBrewers into their new workplace. Additionally,

Ninety One chooses to fit five TopBrewer Pro and six

TopWaters to ensure that their workforce enjoys select

barista-quality beverages.





Groupe API 
Location: Montréal, Québec

1 TopBrewer Pro series 

Groupe API, which specialises in furniture sales for

businesses, is persistently scouting for the latest trends to

provide prestige and impeccability to their customers and

employees. The installation of the TopBrewer turned out

to be a fundamental asset in their workplace. The latter

sits resplendently in their leading restoration room area.



Groupe API



ONE AVENUE GROUP 

Location: Mayfair, London 

3 TopBrewer Compact series 

For grand service office firms, One Avenue Group

members' experience is preponderant in every decision.

Their spaces have been thoughtfully created to combine

luxury design with a sterling experience. They chose to

install 3 TopBrewer Compact series throughout their area

to ensure that tenants have a prime coffee experience in

their offices.



CIBC TOWER 

Location: Toronto, Ontario

1 TopBrewer Pro series 

1 TopWater

Installed: 2021

Size: 51-250 employees

This financial firm was looking for a high-end, designer

solution to enhance their dining room. On the counter, at

each end, is installed a TopBrewer and a TopWater, which

allows adequate rolling and a marvellous visual balance.



CIBC TOUR





Park it 360 

Location: Carleton Place, Ontario

1 TopBrewer Pro series 

Installed: 2021

Park it 360 used to pay for the coffee of its employees in a restaurant chain

once a week. The manager discovered that the costs generated by this good

deed were exaggeratedly high. Therefore, the installation of the TopBrewer

became an advantageous proposal to their problem. The TopBrewer, at the

disposal of its employees, offered them high-end speciality coffee five days a

week, without leaving the establishment and at a good cost.



Parkit 360







Canco Petroleum 

Location: Kelowna, British Columbia

1 TopBrewer Pro series 

Installed: 2022

While renovating their head office, a coffee corner was

established on the plans. Looking for a user-friendly,

technologically advanced and stylish device, the

TopBrewer met the company's criteria and even more!

The TopBrewer application allows each employee to

personalise their favourite beverage on their cell phone

and save it for their next drink order.



Canco Petroleum











Batimat / EMCO

Location: Montréal, Québec

1 TopBrewer Pro series 

Installed: 2021

This company specialising in high-end plumbing had

coffee equipment that was not up to their customers'

expectations. In expectations to level up their customer

services, the TopBrewer became their primary option: It

blends in wonderfully in the showroom but attracts all

eyes.



Batimat / EMCO







ACURA LAVAL

Location: Laval, Québec

1 TopBrewer Pro series 

Installed: 2021

The Acura dealership in Laval has renovated

its facility according to the new Acura criteria.

This dealership was a gold nominee of the

Grand Prix du Design for 2021. 



Acura Laval 



Groupe Lauzon

Porsche, Audi & Volkswagen

Location: Greater Montréal, Québec

4 TopBrewer Pro series 

2 TopBrewer Compact series

Installed: 2021

Groupe Lauzon installed a TopBrewer in all

their dealerships. After using a plethora of

dissimilar types of equipment for years, they

decided to experiment with their first

TopBrewer in 2018. After thFullyfied, they

decided to install Topbrewers in all of their

dealerships. 



 Volkswagen Blainville



 Porsche Rive-Sud



 Porsche Laval



 Audi Laval

Volkswagen Boisbriand



 Audi Blainville



Groupe Auto Canada 

Mercedes, BMW & Mini 

Location: Greater Montréal, Québec

2 TopBrewer Pro series 

1 TopBrewer Compact series

Installed: 2021

In 2015, we installed our very first TopBrewer

at Mercedes Benz. When BMW and Mini

renovate their dealership, they decided to

offer the same sublime experience to their

customers and employees.



Mini Mont-Royal



BMW Mont-Royal



Mercedes Rive-Sud





Holt Renfrew

Headquarter 

Location: Greater Montréal, Québec

2 TopBrewer Pro series 

Installed: 2015

In 2015, Holt Renfrew installed 2 TopBrewer

in their headquarters. 

Holt Renfrew & TopBrewer has in common:

refined, posh, and "à la mode". 



Clinique vétérinaire DMV-Nord 

Location: Greater Montréal, Québec

1 TopBrewer Pro series 

Installed: 2020

Clinique Vétérinaire DMV-Nord developed a chic designer waiting

space for their clientele. They selected TopBrewer because of its

flexible design, modern technology and its integration ease.

TopBrewer is their go-to beverage solution for their staff and

visitors.



DMV-Nord 



Volvo Laval 

Location: Greater Montréal, Québec

1 TopBrewer Pro series 

Installed: 2020

Volvo offers a luxurious, cutting-edge

experience for its customers. They chose to

install TopBrewer to sublimate their

refreshment facilities. 



Volvo Laval 



Consortech 

Location: Greater Montréal, Québec

1 TopBrewer Compact series 

Installed: 2019

Consortech moved its offices to the high-end

Quartier Dix30 in Brossard. Consequently, the

innovative coffee machine TopBrewer became

a no-brainer choice.

 



Consortech 







TopWater 

The TopWater is an independent water dispenser unit.

This unit can serve cold, ambient and carbonated
water.

It can be configured to fill a glass and jug for your
meeting rooms.

Like the TopBrewer, it is compatible with smartphones
and tablets.



TopJuicer 

The TopJuicer is an independent juice and water dispenser.

This unit can serve three different types of juice and be
combined with sparkling water to provide fizzy juices. 

It also serves cold and sparkling water.

Like the TopBrewer, it is compatible with smartphones and
tablets.
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